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gather from the rich stores of history whatever may be used
to best advantage for the benefit of mankind. He has no
right to leave, like some foul reptile, a slimy trail over her
treasures.
In the.second act, the Queen of Egypt, reclining on her
couch in all the pomp of Eastern royalty, is surrounded by
her sages and scientific men. The high-priest of Hermes is
reading a passage from the sacred book, by which we are in-
ducted into the mysteries of the Egyptian cosmogony and
theogony. We learn that Athyr is Chaos, darkness profound,
the bed 'neath the waters in which the world slumbered; that
Pirami is the day, the radiant spirit; Eneph is the creator, fa-
ther of all the gods. Phta, his son, the god of fire, is the king
of thunder, and has created heaven and earth. Typhon is the
spirit of evil; that of good is Osiris, the brother and divine
husband of the immortal Isis. Toth, the revealer, invented
writing: Toth knows all the secrets of nature. TinM is jus-
tice, Athor is beauty, and both uniting produce truth. Amethi
is the abyss to which souls descend, &c., &c.
The queen gives orders, resolves the different questions in
abeyance in a very business-like manner, and, dismissing her
court, remains alone with Ckai-mion and Ins. From her ter-
race she watohea for the arrival of Anthony, and gives vent to
her passionate fondness in accents that betoken no qualms of
conscience for the crime she has so lately committed. That
heart has evidently never had room for any but one feeling,
and it is hard to reconcile its impatient yearnings for the
presence of Anthony with the slavish inclination attributed to
her. The speech in which, she complains of the drear and
heavy existence she leads in that land that has no spring, no
autumn, no winter; where the foot feels beneath the slum-
bering earth its generations of motionless mummies; where,
as in a land of endless murder and of endless remorse, the
work of the living is the embalming of the .dead, and the most
beautiful ornaments are its tombs, is very fine. Anthony
comes at last, but only to take his leave. He has been told
the story of the slave; but, thoagh his jealousy and his anger
are excited, and give huu courage to leave the queen, he makes
no charge, gives no vent to his secret feelings: this is unnatural

